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The Irish Exporters Association (IEA) is pleased to make a submission in relation to the North 

Runway Scoping Process for Proposal to Change Permitted Operations. 

The Irish Exporters Association 
The mission of the Irish Exporters Association is to assist our members to grow their exports 

to world markets. The IEA drives and supports the growth and development of all exporting 

businesses based in Ireland, leading the export agenda as the voice of Irish exporters, enabling 

our members with practical assistance and critical support services, connecting our members 

to markets and to key government and business stakeholders. 

The IEA has a long-standing close association with the Department of Transport, Tourism and 

Sport through the association’s Supply Chain Ireland activity and specifically the multimodal 

IEA rail freight group. Since 2012, the importance of global air freight connectivity for 

biopharmaceutical exports was highlighted through the IEA’s Life Sciences activities around 

the country. The IEA, with support from Dublin Airport Authority (DAA), the Mid-West 

Regional Authority (MWRA), Shannon Development and Bombardier, published an All-Island 

Airfreight study in 2012. This was the first study of the airfreight sector in Ireland for over a 

decade. The IEA has also participated in a number of EU backed InterReg N.W Europe and 

Atlantic Arc programmes. These have had a focus on facilitating the development of Supply 

Chains for goods both cross-border and within cities. 

Importance of air freight for the Irish economy 
The IEA is concerned that the documentation and discussion of the runway and its associated 
infrastructure proposal does not appear to recognise the important role of air cargo exports 
to the Irish economy. The Irish economy, a relatively small very open economy, relies on 
export growth and the availability of competitive air cargo services is crucial in this regard. 
Ireland is an export driven economy reliant on the intermodal transportation of manufactured 
goods to their target market. In 2015, Ireland exported more than €110 billion worth of goods, 
such as temperature sensitive medicines, agri-food products, medical devices and ICT 
products.  A large proportion of these high value life sciences goods manufactured in Ireland 
are exported by airfreight. 
 
Air cargo moves out of Ireland in one of three ways, on board all-cargo aircraft operated, in 
the main by integrators, as belly hold cargo on scheduled passenger flights, whether up to 25 
tonnes aboard an A330 aircraft or a few parcels on a commuter aircraft, or moving by truck 
to airports in the UK or Continental Europe. 
 
In general air cargo flights leave Ireland in late evening and arrive in early morning. These 
schedules fit in with the carriers “hubbing” activities with cargo being transferred to flights 
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leaving for destinations both in Europe and further afield. A restricted night-time flying regime 
risks compromising this activity. 
 
Passenger aircraft containing cargo are potentially focussing for the beginning and end of the 
day. This may be critical for ‘next day delivery’ traffic and, particularly if “low-cost” carriers 
were to adopt the Southwest Airlines freight model, and commence airfreight activities which 
may increase the pressure to operate more frequent late and early flights. Cargo that is 
trucked to British airports, or trucked through Britain to continental airports, may risk being 
delayed due to ‘free movement of goods’ and other administrative restrictions that could be 
imposed when the UK leaves the EU. It is unlikely that high value, temperature and time 
sensitive biopharmaceuticals could be re-routed onto direct ferry routes from Ireland to 
Continental Ports. As a result, there may be more pressure on Irish airports to route these 
goods directly to their target market which opens up our global connectivity further and could 
entice additional FDI. 
 

Diversification of our export markets 
It is plausible that the development of direct air services to and from Asian and other growth 
markets distant destinations could be spurred by the various permutations of a Brexit on the 
Irish supply chain. This mix of passenger and airfreight traffic will be a vital factor in the 
diversification of our export markets. It may be the case that these flights will operate during 
night-time hours. 
 
While airports including Shannon, Cork, Belfast and Ireland West may secure additional night-
time freight and passenger traffic, this may be comprised of passenger and air cargo from the 
associated catchment area. We think it is unlikely that exporters and importers based in the 
Greater Dublin Area would be utilising airfreight services other than Dublin. 
 
The global aircraft industry has been under serious pressure to build aircraft with lower noise 
and other emissions. Much has changed since the DAA secured its original permission in this 
area and there might be a compromise proposal that aircraft with a noise footprint below a 
certain level are allowed 24-hour access to and from the airport. 
 


